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Abstract 
Human symbol systems such as art and fashion styles emerge from complex social 
processes that govern the continuous re-organization of modern societies. They 
provide a signaling scheme that allows members of an elite to distinguish themselves 
from the rest of society. Efforts to understand the dynamics of art and fashion cycles 
have been based on ‘bottom-up’ and ‘top down’ theories. According to ‘top down’ 
theories, elite members signal their superior status by introducing new symbols (e.g., 
 
 
fashion styles), which are adopted by low-status groups. In response to this adoption, 
elite members would need to introduce new symbols to signal their status. According 
to many ‘bottom-up’ theories, style cycles evolve from lower classes and follow an 
essentially random pattern. We propose an alternative explanation based on counter-
dominance signaling. There, elite members want others to imitate their symbols; 
changes only occur when outsider groups successfully challenge the elite by 
introducing signals that contrast those endorsed by the elite. We investigate these 
mechanisms using a dynamic network approach on data containing almost 8 million 
musical albums released between 1956 and 2015. The network systematically 
quantifies artistic similarities of competing musical styles and their changes over time. 
We formulate empirical tests for whether new symbols are introduced by current elite 
members (top-down), randomness (bottom-up) or by peripheral groups through 
counter-dominance signals. We find clear evidence that counter-dominance-signaling 
drives changes in musical styles. This provides a quantitative, completely data-driven 
answer to a century-old debate about the nature of the underlying social dynamics of 
fashion cycles. 
 
Introduction 
Of all species, only modern homo sapiens has evolved the ability to use complex 
symbolic behavior to organize and coordinate large anonymous societies [1,2,3]. 
Symbols facilitate the identification of group membership, social status, and, 
consequently, the competition between elites—here defined as social groups, which 
have disproportionate access of control over economic, social, cultural, political, or 
 
 
knowledge resources [4,5]. In recent times, ‘symbolic social coordination and 
competition’ are perhaps best captured in fashion and art style cycles (e.g. in music, 
literature, architecture) [6,7,8,9,12]. There, the social influence of an elite is 
represented by the number of people who adopt the elite’s core stylistic elements 
[10,11]. Costly signaling theory (ST) has been proposed as an explanation for the social 
and cultural evolutionary dynamics that determine the changes of fashion and art 
styles [3,13]. According to ST, elite members introduce a style which is too costly to 
adopt for non-members (e.g., a chandelier) and hence provides an honest signal of 
the elite’s superior status. Yet, non-elite members would sooner or later find ways to 
mimic the elite style (e.g., acquiring inexpensive chandeliers). Elite members would 
then abandon the style and replace it with a new one (e.g. a modern-style 
functionalistic pendant light), which again is too costly to adopt for non-members [6]; 
they are constantly “on the run” from too many adopters and innovate in reaction to 
being imitated. Often the new style of the elite would be in stark contrast to the 
previous style, as shifting to a style highly distinctive from the previous one adds an 
additional obstacle for the adoption by lower classes [14]. This would explain why 
consecutive styles often occur as extreme opposites (e.g., ornamentation versus 
functionalism). However, this ‘top-down’ mechanism (stylistic elements spread from 
elite to non-members) has been questioned by others who propose a ‘bottom-up’ 
dynamic (elite members adopt stylistic elements from non-members to retain their 
status) to account for the fact that styles often evolve from lower classes or sub-
cultures (e.g., Punk-rock or ripped jeans) [8,15,16,17]. Following this logic, broad 
stylistic changes are driven by external factors such as symbolic elements chosen and 
promoted by cultural industries (e.g., trend-scouts from fashion houses or music 
 
 
labels who may just randomly pick up symbols from a sub-culture) [18,19,20]. 
According to this view, fashion cycles should follow an essentially random pattern. 
This has been formalized in the so-called Random-Pattern-Theories (RPT). For 
instance, it has been shown that models based on the random copying of cultural 
traits can explain cyclical patterns of fashion change in a quite robust way, for instance 
in the popularity of first names [21, 22, 23]. The central assumption in these models 
is that some styles will become highly popular simply due to imitation but not because 
they are in some way superior to other styles. However, there exist problems with 
both the ST and the RPT approach. For example, various ‘elite-styles’ enjoy broad 
adoption by the middle and lower classes (e.g., ties, black suits, diamond rings) but 
elite members did not abandon them (as ST would predict). RPT, on the other hand, 
is unable to account for the fact that two subsequent styles often endorse completely 
opposite sets of symbols, such as the change from modernism to postmodernism. 
Instead, we argue that such prominent and enduring cyclical symbolic patterns of 
mass-culture can only be understood by considering the structure of the networks 
that underlie the processes of social coordination, such as elite competition in the 
form of counter-dominance signaling.  
To resolve the puzzle of conflicting predictions suggested by ST and RPT, we propose 
a third mechanism, that of counter-dominance-signaling (CDS). This mechanism is 
rooted in cultural evolutionary theories of counter-dominance as well as theories of 
collective action and social movement [24,25,26,27]. Rather than assuming that 
members of an elite are constantly on the run from too many adopters, in the CDS 
framework, elite members actually like to see others adopt their symbols and styles. 
This signals the cultural influence of elite members [10,24]. Stylistic changes occur 
 
 
when a new upcoming elite successfully challenges the dominance of the established 
elite by introducing a novel style, which is subsequently adopted by a sufficiently large 
number of followers. In other words, followers stop adopting the style from the 
established elite A and start to adopt the style from a new emerging elite B. The new 
style of elite B should starkly deviate from the previous style, since it signals and 
emphasizes its disagreement with the previous hegemony. Examples for such CDS 
include ostentatiously decorative and non-functional ornaments of post-modern 
architecture that have the potential to provocatively signal the protest against the 
dominant elite group such as the ‘form-follows-function’ doctrine of modernism [24]. 
CDS serves as a focal point to facilitate the coordination of people that share a 
reservation against the current dominant elite group [10,24,26].  
Our proposed mechanism of CDS allows us to solve a century old debate on the driving 
mechanisms behind stylistic changes in areas of mass-culture such as art and fashion 
[6]. On the one hand—consistent with RPT but inconsistent with ST—CDS is able to 
account for the fact that new styles are not necessarily introduced by elites, but often 
do evolve through a ‘bottom-up’ dynamic where elite members adopt specific stylistic 
elements from non-members. On the other hand—consistent with ST but inconsistent 
with RPT—CDS predicts patterns of starkly contrasting symbols in consecutive styles. 
The contrasts arise because outsiders use highly distinctive symbols to counter the 
dominance of existing elite groups and not because the elite introduced distinctive 
elements to prevent the masses from adopting them, as predicted by ST. 
A fundamental challenge is to empirically test (i) if non-trivial mechanisms are indeed 
necessary to understand cultural change and, if so, (ii) which mechanism—ST, RPT, or 
CDS—is actually realized in society. Therefore, we first formulate a null model for the 
 
 
evolution of musical styles that assumes that music producers choose the styles which 
they adopt completely at random; this provides a neutral model for the evolution of 
styles [28]. We show that such a model is not able to account for the existence of 
fashion cycles observed in the data of musical styles, which suggests that the evolution 
of styles is driven by mechanisms that depend on stylistic differences. The neutral 
model can therefore be modified to include the mechanisms of ST, RPT, or CDS, which 
then indeed leads to the emergence of fashion cycles. Empirical tests are then needed 
to determine which model mechanism best describes the actual evolution of musical 
styles. To this end we developed a method to quantify musical styles by determining 
each style’s typical instrumentation. From a dataset containing almost eight million 
albums that have been released since 1950, we extracted information about a user-
created taxonomy of fifteen musical genres, 422 musical styles, and 570 different 
instruments. The instruments that are typically associated with a given genre (or style) 
were shown to be a suitable approximation to formally describe the characteristics of 
a style [29]. Therefore, the similarity between styles can be quantified through the 
similarity of their instrumentation. For instance, in Figure 1A we show an example of 
four different musical styles (blue circles) that are linked to five instruments (green 
squares). Here a link indicates that the instrument is (typically) featured in a release 
belonging to that style. The higher the overlap in instruments between two styles, the 
higher is their similarity and the thicker is the line that connects the styles in Figure 
1A. Using this network representation, we are able to rephrase the question which 
mechanism—ST, RPT, or CST—is realized to a question of detecting specific patterns 
of the network’s evolution, see Figure 1B. There, we schematically show three 
different scenarios for the time evolution of a network (blue circles) that represent 
 
 
the three theories ST, RPT, or CDS, respectively. The size of the circles indicates the 
popularity of a given style, i.e., how many artists adopted that particular style. Initially, 
there exists an elite, whose members have broadly adopted style i. Other styles with 
lower popularity (non-elite groups) will imitate the style of this elite group, resulting 
in an increased similarity of other styles with i (increase of thickness of the lines 
connecting them to i in Figure 1B). According to ST, elite members will react to this 
imitation by adopting a new and different style j. Now it will be style j that the low-
popularity groups seek to follow and imitate. This results in increased popularity of j 
and increased similarity between j and the prior elite style i. In the RPT scenario, in 
contrast, it is a new elite that forms at a random position in the network that 
dominates the next fashion cycle. Finally, the mechanism of CDS suggests that the 
current elite i will be provocatively challenged by an outsider group, k, using signals 
(in our case sets of instruments) that are in stark opposition to those endorsed by i. 
Through the adoption of these signals that oppose i, a new counter-elite emerges with 
style k. Each of the three mechanisms leads to the same generic cyclic patterns of 
fashion styles, see Figure 1C. That is, initially style i increases in popularity as it is 
imitated by other styles. With the shift of the elite to a different style (ST) or the 
emergence of a random new (RPT) or counter elite (CDS), new styles gain popularity 
at the expense of style i and will therefore more frequently be imitated. This imitation 
triggers the next fashion cycle. By cycles we do not refer to patterns where a single 
style oscillates in popularity over time, but rather a pattern where certain styles rise 
sharply in popularity for some time, eventually level off in their growth, and then fade 
back into oblivion as new styles emerge that trigger the next cycle. With the help of 
the proposed network formalism we can specify concrete hypotheses to test whether 
 
 
the observed changes in similarities and popularities are best described by a network 
evolution mechanism that is compatible with ST, RPT, or CDS.  
Data and Methods 
Data. Discogs is a crowdsourced database of information about audio releases [30]. 
As of January 2016, it contained entries on 7,911,789 albums released between 1952 
and 2015. Each album is assigned one or several musical styles. In total there are 422 
musical styles grouped into 15 genres. For each album, Discogs provides a structured 
list of credits. These credits include a list of artists and the instruments the artists used 
in the recording. There are 570 different instruments in the database, ranging from 
lead vocals, finger snaps and countertenor over drums, electric guitars, keyboards, 
and violins, to more exotic instruments like hunting horns, Northumbrian pipes, or 
MIDI controllers. This data structure allows us to characterize each style by a unique 
combination of instruments used in recordings associated with that style. Styles and 
instruments are introduced independently from each other in the data. Discogs 
employs a moderation system to categorize styles into taxonomic hierarchies in a 
systematic way [30]. Styles cannot be freely introduced by users, instead this requires 
a certain number of releases, justification for why they are different from currently 
existing styles, and at least three trustworthy external citations of the style’s use. It 
was statistically confirmed that genres indeed correspond to clusters of mutually 
similar styles [29]. This means that the way in which instruments are assigned to styles 
is far from random and highly correlated with the independently obtained 
folksonomic classification of styles. The emergence of a new style in the data therefore 
 
 
means that a stylistic change has occurred that convinced a large-enough group of 
experts in popular music to introduce a new category to label this kind of music. 
 
Style popularity. Popularity of a style s is related to the number of albums released 
within a given time interval of time t, in style s, 𝑁𝑠(𝑡). The total number of albums 
released per year increased from 3,051 in 1952 to more than 200,000 after 2012. To 
account for these large variations, we define the popularity of a style as the relative 
frequency of releases within a specific time interval, 𝑛𝑠(𝑡) = 𝑁𝑠(𝑡) ∑ 𝑁𝑠(𝑡)𝑠⁄ . This 
notion of popularity quantifies how likely a music producer is to adopt a given style, 
which is not necessarily the same as the popularity of the style among music 
consumers. Popularity change of a style, 𝛿𝑛𝑠(𝑡), is measured as the percent change in 
popularity between year t and 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡.  
Highs, Lows, and Newcomer. At each time interval we consider the set of m styles 
with the lowest and highest popularities, to which we refer as Lows and Highs, 
respectively. Newcomer are defined as those Lows that show the highest increases in 
popularity. That is, we rank styles with at least one release according to their 
popularity and obtain their popularity rank, 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑛𝑠(𝑡)). Low (high) rank values 
indicate high (low) popularity (rank 1 means highest popularity). For each time interval 
t we identify high-popularity styles as follows. Highs are all styles with a popularity 
rank, 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑛𝑠(𝑡)), below m, 
𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡, 𝑚) = {𝑠|𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑛𝑠(𝑡)) ≤ 𝑚}. (1) 
Lows include the remaining styles that have a popularity rank higher than m. In 
general, the number of such styles changes substantially from year to year, as the 
number of styles grows over time. We therefore define the Lows as m randomly 
 
 
chosen styles with a popularity rank higher than m, i.e., with 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑛𝑠(𝑡)) > 𝑚. This 
definition ensures that none of our results are artefact from finite-size fluctuations, 
i.e., are driven by size-variations of the data sample. All results involving Lows have 
been averaged over 1,000 random collections of low-popularity styles. For each year, 
we only consider styles with at least 10 releases in these groups. To ensure that our 
results are independent of the concrete choice of the threshold m, we carry out 
robustness tests by letting m vary over a wide range of choices. This test guarantees 
that our results are not driven by m, but reflect a general feature of style popularities. 
However, to increase the clarity of the presentation, we will present the main results 
for a choice of m. 
Popularity change of a style, 𝛿𝑛𝑠(𝑡), is measured as the percent change in popularity, 
𝛿𝑛𝑠(𝑡) =
𝑛𝑠(𝑡+𝛿𝑡)−𝑛𝑠(𝑡)
𝑛𝑠(𝑡)
. (2) 
To identify successful styles among styles that do not yet belong to the Highs, styles 
are ranked according to their 𝛿𝑛𝑠(𝑡) values. In the following we refer to the successful 
lows as Newcomer, i.e., as those that have a rank of 𝛿𝑛𝑠(𝑡) of no more than m but 
which do not yet belong to the Highs, 
𝑁𝑒𝑤(𝑡, 𝑚) = {𝑠 ∉ 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡, 𝑚)|𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝛿𝑛𝑠(𝑡)) ≤ 𝑚}. (3) 
If not specified otherwise, we fix m=10 and 𝛿𝑡 = 5 years. 
 
Characterizing styles by instrumentation. The relations between styles and their 
instruments can be encoded in a time-dependent, bipartite adjacency matrix A, which 
consists of two types of nodes, styles and instruments. If there is at least one album 
released at time t in style s and recorded using the instrument i, we set 𝐴𝑠𝑖(𝑡) = 1, 
 
 
otherwise, 𝐴𝑠𝑖(𝑡) = 0. A detailed analysis of this bipartite network can be found in 
[29]. Some instruments, such as vocals or guitars, are highly ubiquitous and appear in 
many styles, whereas other instruments are highly specific for a given style, e.g., 
turntables in Hip Hop. To suppress the influence of highly ubiquitous instruments, we 
rescale the contributions of each instrument by its inverse frequency across all styles. 
This procedure is highly reminiscent of the common use of inverse document 
frequencies as a weighting factor to increase specificity in information retrieval tasks. 
This gives us the weighted, time-dependent network, M(t), with entries 𝑀𝑠𝑖(𝑡) =
𝐴𝑠𝑖(𝑡)
∑ 𝐴𝑠𝑖(𝑡)𝑖
. The instrumentational similarity (style similarity) between two styles i at 𝑡1and 
j at 𝑡2 is defined as the cosine similarity of their instrumentation vectors, 
𝜑𝑖𝑗(𝑡1, 𝑡2) =
∑ 𝑀𝑠𝑖(𝑡1)𝑀𝑠𝑗(𝑡2)𝑠
|𝑀𝑠𝑖(𝑡1)| |𝑀𝑡𝑗(𝑡2)|
, (4) 
where |?⃗?| denotes the Euclidean norm of vector ?⃗?. Note that there are alternative 
ways to define the style similarity 𝜑𝑖𝑗. Particularly, we will discuss the robustness of 
our results with respect to the choice of a similarity measure by replacing the cosine 
similarity in Equation (4) by the Jaccard coefficient, by the inverse Euclidean distance 
between the instrumentation vectors, and by their similarity as defined by the ProbS 
algorithm [31, 32]. The style—style similarity network for a given time, 𝜑𝑖𝑗(𝑡) =
𝜑𝑖𝑗(𝑡1 = 𝑡, 𝑡2 = 𝑡), is typically fully connected with most of the links having a 
relatively small weight. Such networks can efficiently be visualized by their maximum 
spanning tree (MST), the so-called “backbone”. For a connected network (all nodes 
are in the giant component) with N links, the MST is the set of N-1 links that have the 
largest possible weights and that span each node of the original network. 
 
 
For two sets of styles, 𝑆1(𝑡1, 𝑚) and 𝑆2(𝑡2, 𝑚), the similarity Φ(𝑆1(𝑡1, 𝑚), 𝑆2(𝑡2, 𝑚)) 
can be defined as the average similarity of each pair of styles, where one style is 
chosen from 𝑆1(𝑡1, 𝑚) and the other from 𝑆2(𝑡2, 𝑚). The set-similarity 
Φ(𝑆1(𝑡1, 𝑚), 𝑆2(𝑡2, 𝑚)) is defined as, 
Φ(𝑆1(𝑡1, 𝑚), 𝑆2(𝑡2, 𝑚)) =
1
𝑚2
∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑗𝑖𝜖𝑆1(𝑡1,𝑚),𝑗𝜖𝑆1(𝑡2,𝑚) (𝑡1, 𝑡2). (5) 
Models for cultural change. We first consider a neutral model for the evolution of 
musical styles. This approach is similar in spirit of the unified neutral theory of 
biodiversity in ecology [28]. There one seeks to explain the abundances of species (in 
our case: popularities of styles) using the neutrality assumption that the probability of 
a given species to produce offspring (i.e., release of a new album in a particular style) 
is proportional only to its abundance. For the evolution of musical styles, neutrality 
means that the popularity of a style does not depend on its structural characteristics, 
such as instrumentation. Such models can be formulated as Pólya-urn-like models 
[33]. Imagine an urn with balls of different colors. Each ball is a musical release. The 
color of the ball represents the musical style. At each time step there are two possible 
actions—a copying step and an innovation step. With probability 1 − 𝑝, 0 ≤ 𝑝 ≤ 1, 
one draws a ball from the urn, notes its color, and puts the ball back into the urn, 
together with a new ball of the same color (“copying step”). With probability 𝑝, 
however, one introduces a ball with a new color (“innovation step”). The style 
popularity 𝑛𝑠(𝑡) is the number of balls with color s added to the urn in a time interval 
t. Such Pólya urns are paradigmatic models for reinforcement processes [34]. On the 
long run there is either a co-existence of different colors in the urn (different styles) 
or a winner-takes-all dynamics leads to a situation where almost all balls have the 
same color—but no cycles. In the following, we consider modifications of this neutral 
 
 
model that represent the mechanisms of ST, RPT, and CDS, respectively. Each style s 
is associated with an angle 𝜃𝑠 ∈ [0,2𝜋] that describes the orientation of the style’s 
instrument vector, 𝐴𝑠𝑖. Taking the average over the angles of all balls in the urn yields 
the average angle, ?̅?. There is a unique elite style e characterized by 𝜃𝑒(𝑡) with 
popularity 𝑛𝑒(𝑡). The modified urn models also have a copying and innovation step, 
but we introduce two changes with respect to the neutral model. First, in the copying 
step one now either copies the current elite style or the style of a randomly chosen 
release. The second modification is in the innovation step. Each innovation introduces 
a new elite style that may or may not become successful. The parameter p can be a 
function of the state of the urn. For ST, 𝑝 is proportional to the elite style popularity, 
𝑝~𝑛𝑒(𝑡) (the more people imitate an elite style, the higher are the chances for the 
elite to abandon that style). For RPT, 𝑝 is constant (new elites form at random). For 
CDS, 𝑝 is proportional to the similarity between the current elite style and the average 
styles of all releases, 𝑝~ cos²(?̅? − 𝜃𝑒) (the more uniform the current music releases 
are in style, the stronger the effect of CDS). In the case of RPT, the new elite style e’ 
has a random style angle 𝜃?́? ∈ [0,2𝜋]. For ST and CDS, the new elite style is orthogonal 
to the current average style, 𝜃?́? = ?̅? −
𝜋
2
; see SM Text S1.  
Results 
Fashion cycles in musical styles. Figure 2A shows fashion cycles of selected musical 
styles as they appear in the empirical data. For each year we identify the style with 
the highest popularity and show its 𝑛𝑠(𝑡) over the entire observation window. There 
is a clear pattern in which styles increase in popularity until they reach a peak, after 
which they start to decrease while a new style takes over. A more complete picture of 
 
 
the evolution of styles is shown in Figure 2B. For each year we rank styles according 
to their popularity, 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘(𝑛𝑠(𝑡)), measured as the number of releases in that style, 
relative to the number of all releases. Figure 2B shows a selection of those styles that 
ranked among the five most popular styles in at least one year during the 
observations. Styles typically enter at high ranks (low popularity) where they remain 
over a certain period. At some point, they start to increase in popularity (decrease in 
rank). In some cases, this occurs within two or three years. Some styles manage to 
maintain high popularity (low ranks) over an extended period, whereas others fade 
back into oblivion rapidly (e.g. Euro House after the 1990s). 
 
Fashion cycles in models of cultural change. The neutral model is incapable of 
explaining the existence of fashion cycles as seen in Figure 2A. The modified models 
ST, RPT and CDS do produce such cycles; see SM Figures S1 and S2. The RPT model 
assumes that two consecutive high-popularity styles are independent from each other 
in terms of their instrumentation, while in the ST and CDS models they tend to be 
opposites of each other. All the proposed theories, ST, RPT, and CDS, can explain the 
observed fashion cycles. Further empirical tests are therefore necessary to determine 
which of the three competing mechanisms is at work. 
 
Empirical tests for theories of fashion cycles. We now consider three different 
hypotheses to empirically test the theories of fashion cycles. We control the family-
wise error rate (FWER) at a level of α<0.05 using the Bonferroni-Holm method.  We 
first test if styles with high popularity indeed tend to be imitated by other styles. For 
this we assume that Lows (styles with low popularity and high popularity ranks) have 
 
 
an overall tendency to imitate (or follow) the most popular styles by adopting the 
instruments used by the Highs (indirectly representing the elites). Imitation can then 
be understood as a process that results in the similarity between Highs at time t and 
Lows at time t being lower than the similarity between Highs at t and Lows at 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡 
(Lows follow Highs). This means that Lows tend to “move” towards a higher similarity 
with the current Highs. Using the similarity measure Φ to describe the overlap 
between two sets of musical styles, we can formulate the null hypothesis to reject the 
process of imitation in the data, 
𝐻𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛: Φ(𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑠(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡)) ≤ Φ(𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑠(𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡)).  (1) 
Figure 3A shows that the null hypothesis for imitation, 𝐻𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, must be rejected 
given the data (𝑝 < 0.001, one-sided paired t-test using all observations). This means 
that there is a statistically highly significant effect in the data that low-popularity styles 
tend to imitate high-popularity styles in terms of instrumentation. 
ST assumes that as a result of this imitation, elite members will adopt a new style to 
differentiate itself from its imitators. This new style will gain popularity and will be 
imitated by those that have followed the elite before. Now the style formerly adopted 
by the elite members will belong to the group of Highs, while the elite’s newly adopted 
style belongs to the group of Newcomers. It follows that the similarity between 
newcomers at time t and Highs at time 𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡, Φ(𝑁𝑒𝑤(𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡)), should be 
larger than their similarity with the Highs at time t, Φ(𝑁𝑒𝑤(𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡)). Otherwise 
this would mean that the formation of Newcomers is not related to concurrent 
changes in instrumentations of the Highs—in this sense Newcomers and Highs would 
be independent from each other. However, ST posits that the Highs would seek to 
 
 
differentiate themselves from the Newcomers in order to signal their distinguished 
status. We test the null hypothesis to reject ST,  
𝐻𝑆𝑇: Φ(𝑁𝑒𝑤(𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡 + 𝛿𝑡)) ≤ Φ(𝑁𝑒𝑤(𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡)).  (2) 
Figure 3B shows that the null hypothesis for ST, 𝐻𝑆𝑇, cannot be rejected in the data 
(p=0.68). This result suggests that styles do not become popular because of the 
adoption by an elite group that is then followed by a large number of imitators. The 
dynamics of Newcomers and of the current Highs seems to be independent from each 
other, meaning that they represent different elite groups in competition with each 
other. 
In contrast to ST, the mechanisms of RPT and CDS propose that styles become popular 
because of a new elite group that adopts them. In particular, if RPT were correct, one 
would expect that it is a randomly chosen style from the set of Lows that will dominate 
the next fashion cycle. CDS in turn would imply that the next cycle is characterized by 
a counter-elite that adopts an instrumentation that is in stark contrast to the current 
Highs. In other words, CDS suggests that the emerging Newcomers follow styles that 
are more dissimilar from the current Highs than randomly chosen Lows. A null 
hypothesis that fashion cycles can be explained on the basis of RPT instead of CDS can 
then be formulated as follows, 
𝐻𝐶𝐷𝑆−𝑅𝑃𝑇: Φ(𝑁𝑒𝑤(𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡)) ≥ Φ(𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑠(𝑡), 𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑠(𝑡)).  (3) 
Figure 3C shows that the null hypothesis for RPT, 𝐻𝐶𝐷𝑆−𝑅𝑃𝑇, can be firmly rejected in 
the data (𝑝 < 10−8). This result shows with very high significance that Newcomers 
typically represent an outsider group that tends to be in “opposition” to the current 
Highs in the use of instrumentation. 
 
 
 
Genre-specific empirical tests for theories of cultural change. The three hypotheses, 
𝐻𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝐻𝑆𝑇, and 𝐻𝐶𝐷𝑆−𝑅𝑃𝑇 were tested for several musical genres. We considered 
the three genres with the highest numbers of related styles, namely Electronic, Rock, 
and Folk music; see Figure 4. For Electronic, Figures 4A-C, and Rock music, Figures 4D-
F, again we find that imitation is a significant feature in the data, that there is no 
evidence for ST, and that RPT must be rejected in the statistical test against 
expectations from CDS. For Folk music we find evidence for a particularly strong 
imitation effect, Figure 4G, and a preference of CDS over RPT, Figure 4I. However, in 
contrast to all other tests, we reject the null hypothesis for ST, 𝐻𝑆𝑇 (p=0.01), see Figure 
4H. This means that in Folk music we cannot rule out ST as a relevant mechanism, 
though statistically it is a much weaker feature of the data than when compared to 
CDS.  
Robustness. There is a dependence on the parameters 𝛿𝑡 and m. To ensure that our 
results are independent of the concrete choice of the threshold m, we carry out a 
robustness test by letting m vary over a wide range of choices. This test guarantees 
that our results are not driven by m, but reflect a general feature of style popularities. 
There is significant evidence for an imitation effect and a preference of CDS over RPT 
in each test. The evidence for CDS is particularly strong over short time intervals, 𝛿𝑡. 
There is no evidence for ST in almost all parameter settings, except for very small style 
numbers, m, and for long time intervals, 𝛿𝑡; see SM Figure S3. 
We also study the robustness of our main results with respect to the choice of the 
similarity measure for styles in Equation (4). Referring to the p-values of the three 
hypothesis tests shown in Figure 3, for all considered measures we find a significant 
imitation effect (p=0.014 for the Jaccard coefficient, p=0.024 when using the inverse 
 
 
Euclidean distance and p=0.019 for ProbS), no evidence for ST (Jaccard: p=0.95, Euclid: 
p=0.90, ProbS: p=0.35) and a preference of CDS over RPT (Jaccard: p<10-3, Euclid: 
p=0.0017, ProbS: p= p<10-3). By comparing the results across the different similarity 
measures, we see that the imitation effect is a less significant feature of the data than 
the CDS-RPT effect. For instance, if we would control the FWER by the more 
conservative Bonferroni procedure (instead of the uniformly more powerful 
Bonferroni-Holm method), the imitation effect would disappear when using the 
inverse Euclidean distance or ProbS as similarity measure. 
 
Spreading of popularity in the network of musical styles. Our formalism enables us 
to visualize the network evolution of musical styles. They relate to each other in a 
complex network of style-style similarities. In Figure 5 we show the backbone of the 
style similarity network for three time intervals of 20 years, from 1956 to 2015. Each 
node represents a style with a size proportional to its popularity, 𝑛𝑠(𝑡); the colors 
indicate genres. Similar styles are connected by links. Styles belonging to the same 
genre tend to be in close proximity to each other. For each time interval the network 
consists of a core of styles with high degrees, i.e., a large number of similar styles. The 
periphery contains low-degree nodes, i.e., styles with a low number of similar styles. 
Initially, styles belonging to the genres Electronic and Hip Hop correspond almost 
exclusively to low-popularity nodes in the periphery of the network. Over time they 
show large gains in popularity at the expense of former high-popularity styles lying in 
the core of the network, such as styles belonging to Latin music. Outsider styles in the 
periphery of the network can increase their chances of dominating the next fashion 
cycles by sending strong counter-dominance-signals. Overall, this leads to a network 
 
 
evolution where popularity diffuses from periphery to the core, and then dissipates to 
the periphery again. 
Discussion 
By introducing a notion of cultural similarity, we formulated quantitative models for 
three possible mechanisms of cultural change, together with empirical, statistical tests 
to clarify which of these mechanisms describe the actual data. We use a 
comprehensive dataset that contains almost all major album releases since the second 
half of the twentieth century, including the entire range of popularity of a genre or 
style (i.e., from least to most popular, as opposed to other studies that focused only 
on popular releases, such as the Billboard Hot 100 [36]). We found that low-popularity 
musical styles follow and imitate stylistic characteristics of high-popularity styles in a 
way that cannot be accounted for by neutral models of evolution. We found very little 
evidence for costly signaling theory (ST), i.e., of members of an elite “fleeing” from 
their imitators. Instead, fashion cycles seem to emerge due to competition between 
members of different elite groups. Furthermore, in contrast to predictions of random 
pattern theories (RPT), we found that styles with characteristics in strong opposition 
to styles of the current elite dominate the next fashion cycles. This supports our 
proposed mechanism of counter-dominance-signaling (CDS) according to which 
changes in art and fashion styles happen whenever a new elite successfully challenges 
the hegemony of a previous elite. We could confirm these findings in the genre-
specific tests for Electronic, Rock and Folk music, with the exception of some evidence 
for ST in Folk music. This indicates that ST is only a feasible mechanism of cultural 
change in Folk music (i.e., more traditional musical styles) over long time intervals. In 
conclusion, CDS drives short-term cultural change in all considered cases. A possible 
 
 
explanation for this finding is that folk music constitutes a genre where music is 
frequently used as a means of cultural identification. Research in cross-cultural 
psychology applicable to folk music has shown that members of cultural groups tend 
to choose those stylistic members that are in stark contrast to the ones endorsed by 
other cultural groups [14,37]. Such costly signals could help to preserve a culture's 
identity as they are less likely to be mimicked by members of other cultural groups. 
Note that a limitation arises from our use of a partly folksonomic classification of 
musical styles [38]. That is, boundaries between styles emerge out of a collective and 
moderated effort of social tagging that might introduce some biases towards styles 
with a very dedicated base of users. In addition, some care needs to be taken in 
interpreting the results of the hypothesis tests. In particular, our rejection of RPT over 
CDS in the third test does not necessarily imply that CDS is the only possible 
explanation for the observed fashion cycles, but rather that, of all mechanisms 
considered here, CDS is least likely to be ruled out. 
In 1905 German sociologist Georg Simmel [6] published his Philosophie der Mode 
[Philosophy of Fashion]. Still considered as one of the most influential sociological 
theories of the early 20th century, Simmel’s work ignited a century-long debate about 
the question of whether there are specific patterns in the social dynamics that 
underlie art and fashion cycles and—if yes—what are the mechanisms driving them. 
With our research we provide an entirely data-driven and quantitative answer to this 
question: Cyclical changes of complex mass-cultural symbol systems manifested in art 
and fashion styles are driven by outside groups that successfully challenge the current 
elites.  
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Figures 
 
Figure 1: Network evolution of competing theories of cultural change. (A) The 
characteristics of each musical style (blue circles) are given by the instruments that 
are typically associated with this style (green squares). The similarities of two musical 
styles are measured by the number of instruments they share, leading to a style-style 
similarity network. The size of the circles is proportional to their popularity, the 
thickness of the link connecting two styles is proportional to their similarity. (B) 
Competing theories of cultural change imply different types of evolution of the 
network of musical styles. We consider a network with an elite (yellow crown) that 
initially adheres to style i. The popular style i will be imitated by other styles (links to i 
increase in thickness). Following costly signaling theory (ST), the elite seeks to 
differentiate itself from imitators and adopts a new style, k. Random pattern theory 
(RPT) suggests that a new elite (green crown) will emerge at a random position in the 
network. Counter-dominance signaling (CDS) predicts the emergence of a new 
counter-elite (blue, upside-down crown) that is highly dissimilar from the current elite, 
shown here for style j. (C) All three theories, ST, RPT, and CDS, give rise to fashion 
cycles in which style i initially increases in popularity under imitation by other styles 
until a new style emerges through ST, RPR, or CDS, and then dominates the next 
fashion cycle. 
  
Figure 2: Fashion cycles in musical styles as ranked by their popularity ns(t). (A) For each year we identify the most popular style and show its 
popularity ns(t) over the entire observation period. The first cycle is given by Vocal (music strong focus on voice), followed by Rock&Roll, Pop 
Rock, Soul, Disco, Synth-pop, House, and finally experimental music. (B) Most styles enter with a rather low popularity (high rank) that they 
maintain over a number of years. These phases are eventually followed by a rapid increase in popularity (decrease in rank). Here we show only 
styles that were among the five most popular ones in at least one year. 
  
Figure 3: Three hypothesis tests for theories of cultural change. In each panel a test 
represents where the null hypothesis is rejected if the similarities shown by solid lines 
are significantly larger than the similarities shown by dotted lines. (A) An imitation 
effect in the data implies that Lows have a tendency to become more similar to the 
Highs over time. The corresponding null hypothesis can be rejected, i.e., there is 
significant imitation in the data. (B) Under ST, one would expect that Newcomers 
emerge from stylistic changes of the current Highs. The corresponding null hypothesis 
cannot be rejected, i.e., there is no evidence for ST. (C) As opposed to RPT, CDS 
suggests that the next fashion cycle will be dominated by a counter-elite through its 
use of stylistic elements that are in direct opposition to the current elite. The 
corresponding null hypothesis can be rejected in the data. Cultural change occurs 
through counter-dominance signals and not by random choices. 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Genre-specific tests for three theories of cultural change. For Electronic and 
Rock music we observe a significant imitation effect, no evidence for ST, and a 
preference of CDS over RPT. For Folk music we observe a particularly strong imitation 
effect, and evidence for ST and CDS. 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Dynamics of the style-style similarity network. We show the MST of the style-
style similarity network for three time intervals. Nodes correspond to styles with 
colors given by their genre. The size of the nodes is proportional to their popularity 
ns(t). There is a large number of styles in the periphery of the network with substantial 
gains in popularity, whereas some styles in the core of the network decrease in 
popularity, e.g., Latin music styles. 
  
 
 
Supplementary Material 
 
Text S1 
Models for cultural change. In the model for ST, CDS, and RPT, the copying step is 
modified as follows. The model parameter 𝜇, 0 ≤ 𝜇 ≤ 1, is introduced that gives the 
probability of an artist adopting the current elite style when producing a musical 
release. With probability 1 − 𝜇 the copying step is carried out exactly as specified 
before. 
The neutral model for cultural change is initialized with the number of balls (musical 
releases) and their colors (styles) being taken from the data for 1956. The initial state 
of the urn at t = 0 is given by 2,283 balls with 123 different colors. The probability to 
draw a ball of color s is given by ns(t = 0). To match the time scale of the model 
with the data, we count the number of musical releases in each year t, 𝑁(𝑡). For 
each year t we repeat the process described below until we have added 𝑁(𝑡) new 
balls, after which we advance to time t+1. The neutral model is then specified as 
follows, starting at time t=1. 
1. Copying step. With probability 1-p, perform a copying step. Randomly draw a 
ball that has been added at time t-1. Place it back into the urn, along with a 
new ball of the same color. 
2. Innovation step. Otherwise, with probability p, perform the innovation step. 
Add a ball to the urn with a new color. 
3. Repeat the copying or innovation step until 𝑁(𝑡) balls have been added; then 
proceed to time t+1. 
For the ST, RPT, and CDS models we assume that each style s is characterized by a style 
angle 𝜃𝑠. At each point in time there is a unique elite style e with angle 𝜃𝑒 and 
popularity 𝑛𝑒(𝑡). Initially, at t=0, the elite style is identified with the style with the 
highest popularity in the data and all styles are assigned a random angle 𝜃𝑠 ∈ [0,2𝜋]. 
Denote by ?̅?(𝑡) the average style of all balls that have been added at time t. The ST, 
RPT, and CDS models introduce two modifications to the neutral model specified 
above. 
 Modification of the copying step. With probability 1 − 𝜇, copy the style of the 
ball that has been drawn. Otherwise, with probability 𝜇, copy the elite style. 
 Modification of the innovation step. The probability, p, that a new elite style 
is introduced can now be a function of the state of the urn. We consider three 
ways to specify this function. 
o ST: with probability 𝑝 = 𝑐 𝑛𝑒(𝑡) introduce a new elite style e’ with style 
angle 𝜃?́? = ?̅?(𝑡) −
𝜋
2
, c being a constant. 
o RPT: with probability 𝑝 = 𝑐 introduce a new elite style e’ with a style 
angle chosen from the uniform distribution over [0,2𝜋]. 
o CDS: with probability 𝑝 = 𝑐 cos²(?̅?(𝑡) − 𝜃𝑒) introduce a new elite style 
e’ with style angle 𝜃?́? = ?̅?(𝑡) −
𝜋
2
. 
Note the differences between RPT and the neutral model: whereas the neutral model 
assumes that changes in the popularity of styles are driven by the same, uncorrelated, 
and random effects for each style, RPT assumes that these effects are different from 
each other and determined by seemingly random external factors that are not 
represented in the instrumentation data. 
 
 
Results for all models are shown in the Supporting Figures 1 (𝜇 = 0.1) and 2 (𝜇 = 0.9) 
for 𝑐 = 10−5. As was done in Figure 2A for the data, we identify for each year the most 
popular style and show its popularity from 1956 onwards. In addition, for the ST, RPT, 
and CDS models, we show the “direction” of styles using arrows in matching colors 
rotated by 2𝜃𝑒mod(2π) degrees (so that orthogonal styles are marked with arrows 
that point in opposite directions). We observe no fashion cycles for the neutral model 
in either case. The higher are the values of 𝜇, the slower are the growth and decline 
rates for individual styles. For RPT we see a random sequence of high-popularity 
styles. The duration of the cycles appears to be more erratic than for ST and CDS, 
meaning that styles are sometimes replaced at lower popularity levels under RPT. ST 
and CDS produce very similar patterns. For 𝜇 = 0.1 two consecutive high-popularity 
styles often are complete opposites of each other (orthogonal style angles), while for 
𝜇 = 0.9 this effect is less pronounced. Note that it is often the case in all three models 
that a new elite style is introduced and does not become the most popular style before 
it is replaced by a new elite style. Nevertheless, two consecutive high-popularity styles 
seem to appear as opposites of each other. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Supporting Figure S1: Dynamics of the most popular styles in the Pólya-urn-like 
models for fashion cycles for 𝜇 = 0.1 and 𝑐 = 10−5. There are no cycles in the neutral 
model. For ST, RPT, and CDS, cycles do appear. Styles are characterized by angles 
which are shown using arrows in matching colors for each high-popularity style. 
Arrows that point in the same direction indicate that the corresponding styles have 
the same angle. Arrows pointing in opposite direction indicate that their styles are 
opposites of each other. For RPT we see a random sequence of style angles with quite 
erratic durations. For ST and CDS we observe that consecutive high-popularity styles 
appear as opposites of each other. 
 
  
 
 
 
Supporting Figure S2: Same as Supporting Figure S1 for 𝜇 = 0.1. The cycles in ST, RPT, 
and CDS have slower growth and decline rates as compared to higher values of 𝜇. 
Stylistic differences between consecutive high-popularity styles in ST and CDS are also 
not as pronounced as seen before. 
 
  
 
 
 
Supporting Figure S3: Robustness tests for the three hypothesis tests for theories of 
cultural change. For (A) 𝐻𝐼𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, (B) 𝐻𝐶𝑆𝑇, and (C) 𝐻𝐶𝐷𝑆−𝑅𝑃𝑇 we repeat the 
hypothesis tests for different values of m and 𝛿𝑡. The colors indicate the 
corresponding p-values on a scale from insignificant (yellow) to highly significant (dark 
blue). Imitation effects and CDS are confirmed at high levels of significance for all 
considered parameter settings. The ST hypothesis can be rejected for almost all of the 
considered settings, with some exceptions for very long time intervals 𝛿𝑡 and very low 
numbers of musical styles in the test sets, m. 
 
 
